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Forthcoming Titles
SPARKY
Surviving Sex Magick
Juliette M Engel
Sparky's story shines the spotlight on crimes against American children that were sanctioned on
a national scale by the United States government. At the age of six in 1955, she was sold by her
parents to the Sex Magick cult run by the CIA under its illegal program of secret experimentation
on mind control called Monarch. By the time she was ten, she'd been purposely split into multiple
identities, each one associated with a different age and place as her family moved around the
country to avoid Child Protective Services and the police. With each new identity, she forgot the
last one. In California, inside a tough neighborhood of gangs and brothels abutting the Tijuana
Sewer and the Mexican border, she discovered her own courage in the determined persona of a
new character, Sparky MacGregor. At the age of seventeen, she escaped from a camp in Big Sur,
and left childhood behind. She became a physician, raised a family and moved to Moscow where
she founded and ran an underground railroad for child sex trafficking victims from the former
USSR. Years later, she returned to Imperial Beach to speak at a conference on border security.
The memory of her lost childhood suddenly returned.
PB 9781634242950 £23.99 March 2020 Trine Day 408 pages

Alien Abductions
The Control Factor
James Bouck, Robert Long
Imagine getting into your car and driving to a place you know. But for some reason, you end up
at an unintended location. You see something unusual. Then you forget all about it. An hour or
so passes. And now you don't remember any of it. There's a control factor in abduction cases
that allows aliens to abduct any human from any location in the world without human permission
or knowledge - for purposes unknown. Then victims are returned to Earth without memory of
the experience. Discover what science is learning about the alien presence and the way they
manipulate space and time. Learn the facts about implants, mind control, memory, and why
aliens are here. Find out why some can see UFOs and some can't, what a typical abduction
scenario is like, and what you can do to prevent being taken. Foreword by Kathleen Marden, UFO
investigator and niece of Betty and Barney Hill, the first recorded abductees.
PB 9780764359668 £16.99 June 2020 Schiffer Publishing Ltd 160 pages

Cryptozoology
Making of Hominology
Dmitri Bayanov Edited by Christopher L. Murphy
he Making of Hominology is a detailed work aimed at moving the study of relict hominoids from
the fringes of science to a fully recognized scientific discipline—The Science of Hominology. The
main author, Dmitri Bayanov (born 1932), worked directly with Professor Boris Porshnev and
other early Russian scientists investigating the possible existence of Relict Hominoids. Bayanov’s
long journey began in the early 1960s and has continued until this day. This book covers the
subject from the dawn of written communications in Europe and Asia, and then in North America.
Dmitri Bayanov coined the term Hominology and from the outset has sought to convince the
general scientific community that there is enough evidence to support his recommendation. His
arguments reflect his significant understanding of the subject and depth of his studies. What he
presents is truly convincing. From a scientific standpoint, this book is the most important work
on Hominology ever written. It is both fascinating and highly educational with a special illustrated
section on what we know about North America’s hominoid—the sasquatch or bigfoot.
PB 9780888390110 £15.99 October 2018 Hancock House Ltd 154 pages
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Ghosts & The Paranormal
Dancing Past the Graveyard
Poltergeists, Parasites, Parallel Worlds, and God
Paul Eno
Join Paul Eno, cohost of the popular radio show Behind the Paranormal, as he examines his most
controversial cases. From battles with demons to people trapped in parallel worlds, get ready to
have your existence rocked as you learn about multiverse, ghosts from elsewhen, and
"neighbours" who don't yet have names. Eno, one of the world's first and most experienced
supernatural adventurers, puts forth theories that are shaking the paranormal world to its core.
What do these cases say about our understanding of God and our own place in the universe? Do
we really understand who (or what) we are? You will never look at your existence the same way
again.
HB 9780764357749 £19.99 August 2019 Schiffer Publishing Ltd 208 pages 35 b/w photos

Ufos & Aliens
Colorado UFOs
Richard Estep
Keep your eyes on the skies over Colorado as you embark on a whirlwind tour of contemporary
UFO phenomena occurring in eleven locations throughout the state. From the Rocky Mountains
to the Denver International Airport to a lonely and isolated UFO Watchtower in the San Luis
Valley, join paranormal investigator Richard Estep and other leaders in the field of Colorado
Ufology to uncover some of the state's most harrowing stories. Are we alone in the universe, or
is there something more to these stories from the Centennial State?

About the Author: Richard Estep is a paramedic and paranormal investigator who has
authored several books and whose work has been filmed for the TV series Haunted Case Files.
PB 9780764356407 £16.99 November 2018 Schiffer Publishing Ltd 128 pages

Contacts with the Gods From Space
Pathway to the New Age
George King, Richard Lawrence
Among the myriad claims of contacts with UFO's during the latter half of the twentieth century,
one man stands out: Dr. George King. For over 40 years he was in regular communication with
extra-terrestrial Intelligences. This new edition of the last book Dr. King was to publish in his
lifetime gives a comprehensive account of the hundreds of contacts he experienced as Primary
Terrestrial Mental Channel. There has never been a story as challenging or as important as this because it is true! Dr. King explains the major aspects of his extraordinary life's work. At times
fantastic, yet always cogently argued, this book gives the stamp of credibility to the most exciting
field of human enquiry today. This book will give you the key to a new way of life. Whether you
are prompted by a mild curiosity or a burning desire for Truth, this is the book which answers,
once and for all, why UFO's are here, what their message is and how we can all cooperate with
the Gods from Space!

About the Author: Dr. George King was one of the greatest spiritual masters of the 20th
century. His remarkably down-to-earth explanations of spiritual concepts are the hallmark of the
enlightened Adept. Richard Lawrence has been a psychic and spiritual teacher for over 35 years.
Well known as a writer and broadcaster, he was a columnist for The Observer and is the awardwinning bestselling author of a dozen books translated into nine languages.
PB 9780937249581 £9.99 March 2019 Aetherius Society 155 pages b/w photos
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The Pagan Path
The Pagan Heart of the West
Embodying Ancient Beliefs and Practices from Antiquity to the Present:
Vol. I -- Deities and Kindred Beings
Randy P. Conner
The Pagan Heart of the West challenges current academic notions that paganism died when
Christianization occurred; that the transition from paganism to Christianity was a fairly easy,
nonviolent one; that persons once pagan were happy to accept the new religion because it
fulfilled them or because they viewed it as superior – as if the Inquisition never happened; and
that all things pagan are in fact Christian prior to the mid-twentieth century, even though they
demonstrate little or no connection to the Christian New Testament. Likewise, Pagan Heart
challenges narrow conceptions of "the West." Applying Indigenous and decolonial theories,
together with Michel Foucault’s conception of subjugated knowledges, Pagan Heart suggests
that instead, paganism should be explored as an ancient and indigenous set of common beliefs
and practices, at once ubiquitous and local, that includes the reverence of deities; the veneration
of nature; rites celebrating the seasons and the life cycle; practices of healing, divination, and
magic, often guided by ritual specialists; and arts and philosophies giving expression to pagan
figures, concepts, and narratives. In this first of five volumes, Pagan Heart focuses on the
utilization of theories that contest absolutist language supporting the so-called death of
paganism; and on the worship and veneration of ancient deities and kindred beings. Like the
other volumes, this volume demonstrates that paganism has not only persisted over the course
of millennia, but that it has also undergone metamorphosis and innovation. Most importantly,
Pagan Heart emphasizes that the ancient gods did not die when Christian authorities forbade
their worship and sought, in N. Scott Momaday’s terms, to commit deicide, but instead that they
continue to exist and thrive.

About the Author: Randy P. Conner, Ph.D., is the author of several works on the intersection
of gender, sexuality, mythology, and the sacred. He teaches Humanities, including World
Mythology, in the Chicago area.
PB 9781906958879 £25.00 January 2019 Mandrake of Oxford 336 pages

Pagan Heart of the West
Embodying Ancient Beliefs and Practices from Antiquity to the Present
Vol. II Nature and Rites
Randy P. Conner
In this second volume, Pagan Heart focuses on the veneration of nature -- flora, fauna, elements,
celestial bodies -- and on rituals of the seasons, life cycle, healing, divination, and magic. Like the
other volumes, this volume demonstrates that paganism has not only persisted over the course
of millennia, but that it has also undergone metamorphosis and innovation. Most importantly,
Pagan Heart emphasizes that the ancient gods did not die when Christian authorities forbade
their worship and sought, in N. Scott Momaday’s terms, to commit deicide, but instead that they
continue to exist and thrive. In this second volume, Pagan Heart focuses on the veneration of
nature -- flora, fauna, elements, celestial bodies -- and on rituals of the seasons, life cycle, healing,
divination, and magic. Like the other volumes, this volume demonstrates that paganism has not
only persisted over the course of millennia, but that it has also undergone metamorphosis and
innovation. Most importantly, Pagan Heart emphasizes that the ancient gods did not die when
Christian authorities forbade their worship and sought, in N. Scott Momaday’s terms, to commit
deicide, but instead that they continue to exist and thrive.
PB 9781906958886 £25.00 March 2019 Mandrake of Oxford 232 pages
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The Pagan Heart of the West
Embodying Ancient Beliefs and Practices from Antiquity to the Present:
Vol. III -- Rituals and Ritual Specialists / Vol. IV -- Christianisation
Randy P. Conner
The Pagan Heart of the West challenges current academic notions that paganism died when
Christianization occurred; that the transition from paganism to Christianity was a fairly easy,
nonviolent one; that persons once pagan were happy to accept the new religion because it
fulfilled them or because they viewed it as superior – as if the Inquisition never happened; and
that all things pagan are in fact Christian prior to the mid-twentieth century, even though they
demonstrate little or no connection to the Christian New Testament. Likewise, Pagan Heart
challenges narrow conceptions of the West. Applying Indigenous and decolonial theories,
together with Michel Foucault’s conception of subjugated knowledges, Pagan Heart suggests
that instead, paganism should be explored as an ancient and indigenous set of common beliefs
and practices, at once ubiquitous and local, that includes the reverence of deities; the veneration
of nature; rites celebrating the seasons and the life cycle; practices of healing, divination, and
magic, often guided by ritual specialists; and arts and philosophies giving expression to pagan
figures, concepts, and narratives. In these third and fourth volumes, Pagan Heart focuses on
ritual specialists, including shamans and witches, and on the campaign of Christianization. Like
the other volumes, this volume demonstrates that paganism has not only persisted over the
course of millennia, but that it has also undergone metamorphosis and innovation. Most
importantly, Pagan Heart emphasizes that the ancient gods did not die when Christian authorities
forbade their worship and sought, in N. Scott Momaday’s terms, to commit deicide, but instead
that they continue to exist and thrive.
PB 9781906958893 £25.00 September 2019 Mandrake of Oxford 400 pages

Israel Regardie
A Garden of Pomegranates
An Outline of the Qabalah
Israel Regardie
WHAT IS THE TREE OF LIFE? It is the ground plan of the Qabalistic system a set of symbols used
since ancient times to study the Universe. The Tree of Life is a geometric arrangement of ten
sephiroth, or spheres, each of which is associated with a different archetypal idea, and 22 paths
which connect the spheres. This system of primal correspondences has been found the most
efficient plan ever devised to classify and organise the characteristics of the self. Israel Regardie
has written one of the best and most lucid introductions to the Qabalah. This book combines
Regardie s own studies with his notes on the works of Aleister Crowley, A. E. Waites, Eliphas Levi
and D.H. Lawrence. The many diagrams and tables of definitions and correspondences are
designed to simplify the student s grasp of the complex system and provide a guide to its
symbolism. No longer is the wisdom of the Qabalah to be held secret! The needs of today place
the burden of growth upon each and every person each has to undertake the Path as his or her
own responsibility, but every help is given in the most ancient and yet most modern teaching
here to humankind.

About the Author: Israel Regardie (1907-1985) was an Adept of the Golden Dawn and he was
one of the greatest exponents of the Western Esoteric Tradition of the 20th century. He was also
an initiate of Aleister Crowley's Order of the A.·. A.·., and he was a IXth degree initiate of
Crowley's O.T.O. It was his aim to preserve the teachings and work of the Golden Dawn and
Aleister Crowley. His success in this task has profoundly influenced occult thought. Today
Regardie's work is being preserved and perpetuated by New Falcon Publications and the Israel
Regardie Foundation.
PB 9781561845521 £23.99 August 2019 New Falcon Publications 224 pages
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A Practical Guide to Geomantic Divination
(Small Gems Series)
Israel Regardie
This is Israel Regardie’s A Practical Guide to Geomantic Divination techniques, symbols and
methods. Interesting to students working on developing their psycho-spiritual and intuitive
faculty. Included is an excerpt from his writings about Geomantic Divination and the Essential
Dignities from The Complete Golden Dawn System of Magic, printed by New Falcon Publication,
1984.
PB 9781561845576 £18.99 November 2018 New Falcon Publications 100 pages

How to Make and Use Talismans
(Small Gems Series)
Israel Regardie
A talisman is an object that has been magically endowed with the power of attracting good
fortune. With a properly charged talisman comes a link with the hidden forces that rule over the
things -- a bridge with the unseen world, across which occult influence flow to protect and heal
the owner. The making, inscribing and charging of talismans are described in full in this
introductory manual, written by a pre-eminent modern occultist, enabling you to use talismanic
magic to make contact with the supreme powers of the cosmos, and with the highest levels of
your own being.
PB 9781561845569 £18.99 November 2018 New Falcon Publications 92 pages

The Art and Meaning of Magic
(Small Gems Series)
Israel Regardie
A bird’s eye view of the whole field of magic, covering divination, evocation, invocation, vision
and initiation. Some of the practical tips on what used to be called Scrying in the Spirit Vision
cannot be found elsewhere even in large and rarer texts, and the method of Tattva cards and the
Qabalah are given with examples of results achieved. There are interesting explanations of the
magical art in the light of Jungian psychology. Complete with full page plates of Tatvas for the
serious reader/student to experiment with.
PB 9781561845552 £18.99 November 2018 New Falcon Publications 108 pages

The Complete Golden Dawn System of Magic
Book I
Israel Regardie
Regardie's resonance with the Golden Dawn derived in part from the intuitive knowledge that
he demonstrated in his 1932 book, The Tree of Life. With the sponsorship of Dion Fortune, he
joined the Stella Matutina in 1933 but became disillusioned with its egotistical leadership and
departed less than two years later after attaining the grade of Adeptus Minor. Three years later
he published his landmark collection The Golden Dawn, making the "secret" rites and teachings
of the on-again, off-again Order available to a wider public for the first time. Several years later,
Regardie and Crowley parted company after an acrimonious public clash of personalities.
Regardie returned to the United States and studied chiropractic medicine in New York. He served
in the Army during World War II, and afterward moved to Los Angeles to open a chiropractic
clinic and also work as a Reichian therapist. He had studied psychology and psychiatry with
several notable teachers and was a strong proponent of Jungian analysis all his life, as well as the
more controversial work of Wilhelm Reich. Both writers are known among the 20th century's
most controversial psychological theorists, whose writings straddled the border between
science, religion and myth, and incorporated a strong element of sexuality. It is easy to see how
this emphasis blended well with Regardie's magical and esoteric studies.
HB 9781561845705 £190.00 November 2019 New Falcon Publications 624 pages
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The Complete Golden Dawn System of Magic
Book II
Israel Regardie
Regardie's resonance with the Golden Dawn derived in part from the intuitive knowledge that
he demonstrated in his 1932 book, The Tree of Life. With the sponsorship of Dion Fortune, he
joined the Stella Matutina in 1933 but quickly became disillusioned with its egotistical leadership
and departed less than two years later after attaining the grade of Adeptus Minor. Three years
after that, he published his landmark collection The Golden Dawn, making the "secret" rites and
teachings of the on-again, off-again Order available to a wider public for the first time, and
making possible today's resurgence of interest in the Order.
HB 9781561845712 £190.99 November 2019 New Falcon Publications 696 pages

The Middle Pillar
Israel Regardie
The classic book on working with the energy of the body for spiritual purposes, The Middle Pillar
by Israel Regardie, is now more complete, more modern, more usable, and better than ever. The
exercise known as the Middle Pillar was devised by the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn.
Regardie expanded upon it and made it public over 60 years ago in the first edition of this book.
Since that time, the exercise has been altered and adapted for just about any spiritual use you
could think of. It is a mainstay of many Western traditions of magic. THE MIDDLE PILLAR A CoRelation of the Principles of Analytical Psychology and the Elementary Techniques of Magic The
exercise known as the Middle Pillar was devised by the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn.
Regardie expanded upon it and made it public over 60 years ago in the first edition of this book.
Since that time, the exercise has been altered and adapted for just about any spiritual use you
could think of. It is a mainstay of many Western traditions of magic. The exercise is intended as
a technique to break the barrier between the conscious and unconscious. This classic work
provides an introduction to magic and occultism while providing directions as to how to perform
the Qabalistic Cross, the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram and the Middle Pillar exercise.
It remains a classic book in the field. Dr. Israel Regardie authored nearly a dozen original books
including such substantial works as A Garden of Pomegranates, The Tree of Life, The Philosopher
s Stone and The Middle Pillar all of which were first issued in the 1930s. He worked to make the
Golden Dawn system available and understandable to a new generation with new revised
editions of The Golden Dawn and original works drawing upon the system in the 1960s, 70s and
80s. His transmission of the Golden Dawn system went beyond just communication of
information about the system, he also acted as ritual initiator permitting others the reactivation
of the Order.
PB 9781561845514 £28.99 May 2019 New Falcon Publications 200 pages

The Philosopher’s Stone
Israel Regardie, Brian Cotnoir
This book presents text and analysis of three major alchemical works, approached symbolically,
using the symbol systems and viewpoints of magic and psychology. The objective of alchemical
study has been described poignantly by Dr Israel Regardie. Like modern psychological methods,
the alchemical formulae have as their goal the creation of a whole man, a fully integrated
individual. Not only does alchemy envisage a person whose several constituents of consciousness
are united, but with the characteristic thoroughness of all occult and magical methods, it
proceeds a stage further. Alchemy aspires toward the development of a free and illuminated
psyche. It is here that it parts company with orthodox psychology, and here that Dr Regardie’s
insights shine. The clarity and elegance of the author’s style, and the precision and depth of his
thought, make this an important and meaningful experience for every person who aspires to
personal development and wholeness.
PB 9781561845491 £28.99 January 2019 New Falcon Publications 248 pages
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The Wisdom of Israel Regardie
Israel Regardie, Delfina Marquez-Noe, Lon Milo Duquette Edited by William S Hyatt
The Wisdom of Israel Regardie, Volume I, is filled with the rich wisdom and deep knowledge of
the world famous occultist who was the personal secretary to Aleister Crowley for four years.
This book contains the best of Regardie’s introductions to his and other author’s books spanning
the decades of his career. This never before published compilation allows the reader to gain
breadth and depth into many of Regardie’s writings, thoughts and philosophies. Israel Regardie
(1907-1985) is a crucial figure in the development of modern occultism. At the age of 21 he
travelled to Europe to work as Crowley’s secretary, a period he writes about in his perceptive
and sympathetic biography of the Beast, The Eye in the Triangle. This work describes their
dramatic falling out which culminated in Crowley writing anonymously to every one whom
Regardie knew or might come into contact with alleging all manner of extreme personal faults.
Regardie’s commitment to magick and spiritual advancement continued unabated. He joined the
Stella Matutina, a continuation of the Golden Dawn. As the operations of this group faltered
Regardie came into possession of the Order’s papers. Starting in 1937, Regardie published them
so that the system would be preserved forever. Regardie authored nearly a dozen original books
including such substantial works as A Garden of Pomegranates, The Tree of Life, The
Philosopher’s Stone and The Middle Pillar all of which were first issued in the 1930s.
PB 9781561845477 £28.99 October 2018 New Falcon Publications 244 pages

The Wisdom of Israel Regardie
Volume II -- Selected Essays and Commentaries
Israel Regardie
The most important thoughts of Israel Regardie lie within the pages of this book. This unique
compilation of essays and commentaries span his early career right up to his passing thru the
veil. Every student and master will find this Volume both valuable and fascinating. Israel Regardie
was a fascinating figure and larger than life philosopher, capable of kindness and humor while
defending truth and justice. His writings capture his capacity for both intellectual rigour and a
refreshing sensitive insightfulness. This is the very best of Regardie, an instant classic, and a must
read for the esoteric student.
PB 9781561845484 £28.99 February 2019 New Falcon Publications 240 pages

Occult
Ars Notoria -- The Grimoire of Rapid Learning by Magic,
with the Golden Flowers of Apollonius of Tyana
Stephen Skinner, Daniel Clark
The Ars Notoria, or Notory Art, is a Mediaeval grimoire designed to assist monks (or anyone) to
learn whole subjects in as short a time as a month through the intervention of angels. It also has
procedures for vastly improving memory and understanding, such that a single reading of a
complex text will enable the matter to be absorbed and understood. The procedure consisted of
short prayers followed by orations or invocations made up of lists of the secret names of angels
(some say demons) who will assist the aspirant in these feats of memory. These are read or
chanted whilst the aspirant looks at a "nota," a complex design which encapsulates the essence
of the desired subject. These nota are unlike the seals or sigils of any other grimoire, and were
drawn with exquisite attention to detail. The oldest manuscript of the Ars Notoria dates from
1225. Despite the passage of almost 800 years, the Ars Notoria has never been published before
with both its text and all its notae (plural of nota) complete. This first complete edition also has
four other full-colour complete sets of notae from the three following centuries. The
commentary explains where the Ars Notoria fits into the history of magic, charts the
development of the notae, and the lives of some of the magicians who were associated with it.
HB 9781912212033 £64.00 August 2019 Golden Hoard Press Pte Ltd 425 pages 167 illus
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Black Jack
The Dawning of the New Great Age of Satan
S.K. Bain
If you thought that 2012 was the end of Galactic Alignment, think again. However, this book
doesn't propose some new date for the made-up Mayan Doomsday, far from it. We are on the
cusp of a once-in-a-26,000-year event. Do not think for one moment that the masters of our
world will let it pass unmarked. Black Jack reveals the true date of the End of the Great Age, the
Mother of All Auspicious Occasions, a date that the Cryptocracy has been fixated on - and
feverishly preparing for - over the past two centuries, and well before. It will almost assuredly
bring a ritualistic celebration like none other ever witnessed, involving mass human sacrifice and
the biggest fireworks show in history. The world approaches the dawning of a new Grand Cycle,
which the elite will inaugurate as the New Great Age of Satan. As we draw near, ask yourself this
question: if you were among the ranks of these precious few ultra-powerful, would you spare
any expense or effort to properly commemorate this unique occasion, or to fittingly dedicate it
to your Dark Lord? Of course you wouldn't. And, as a member of the Cryptocracy, you would be
so bold and fearless as to announce your intentions to the entire world, far in advance. You would
provide all the useless eaters with the obligatory fair warning, mockingly giving notice in plain
sight in the most powerful city in the world. You would encode The End of the Old World Order
in the streets of Washington, D.C., which, as is revealed in these pages, is nothing less than a
Gigantic Black Magickal Spellcasting Machine. Furthermore, you would embed the "date of
demise" in the modern calendar, as plain as day for those with eyes to see. You would orchestrate
a string of foreshadowing, preparatory lesser false-flag attacks / mass rituals in the decades
leading up to the grand occasion, rituals involving, for instance, consecrated sacrificial vessels
such as - as was the case on 9/11 - commercial airliners filled with dozens of innocent victims.
Your elite family is among those who have instigated world wars and induced global famines.
You think nothing of the use of false-flag terrorism to achieve your goals and objectives - even
nuclear false-flag terrorism. One doesn't have to be a religious fundamentalist to sense it, or see
it all around us - the Satanification of the World. Practically every public event is now a thinlyveiled, if at all, Satanic ritual. We are being driven hard towards something in the near future,
something whose hideous form becomes clearer by the day. All the while, the grip of the global
dark-occult technofascist dictatorship grows ever tighter. Preparations have been underway for
a very long time, even from the Founding of America, and the hour grows late. With bated breath,
the entire planet, knowingly or unknowingly, awaits the arrival of Black Jack.
PB 9781634242561 £19.00 September 2019 Trine Day 190 pages

Clavis or Key to Unlock the MYSTERIES OF MAGIC
(Sourceworks of Ceremonial Magic - Volume 10)
Stephen Skinner, Daniel Clark
This is the highpoint of calligraphic Victorian grimoires, full colour throughout. A very significant
magical text with lots of detail not normally found in a grimoire
HB 9781912212088 £64.00 October 2018 Golden Hoard Press Pte Ltd 497 pages
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Hathor’s Alchemy
The Ancient Egyptian Roots of the Hermetic Art
Alison M Roberts
When alchemy emerged in Roman Egypt, early adepts knew the wisdom came from the Egyptian
temples. Yet these deep roots in ancient Egypt have remained obscure. Journeying through the
beautiful temples at Abu Simbel and Dendara, dedicated to the love goddess Hathor, and delving
into the Osirian mysteries enshrined in Ramesses VI’s tomb at Thebes, Hathor’s Alchemy
unearths this transformational lost knowledge. Greek, Islamic and medieval European alchemists
all drew on its ‘wisdom of the queen’. Explored, too, is alchemy’s profound influence in Sufism.
Richly illustrated in colour, this groundbreaking book reunites ancient Egypt and alchemy within
the western Hermetic tradition.

About the Author: Dr Alison M Roberts studied ancient Egyptian and Akkadian at Oxford
University, where she received her doctorate in 1984. Since then she has written and lectured
on ancient Egypt, and Hathor’s Alchemy completes her quartet of books on Hathor, the Feminine,
and ancient Egyptian transformational wisdom.
PB 9780952423331 £27.50 January 2019 Northgate Publishers 336 pages 177 colour illus.

Hine's Varieties
Chaos & Beyond
Phil Hine, David Southwell
From world famous occultist Phil Hine comes this amazing collection of esoteric essays. Divided
thematically into sections -- Chaos Magic, Tantra, Sexualities, Practice, Paganisms, Histories, and
Fiction -- each section is prefaced by new autobiographical writings in which the author reflects
on the early beginnings of his magical path, and how his perspectives have changed over time.
With content ranging from explorations of esoteric practice, magical sexuality and independent
scholarship, Hine’s Varieties offers a unique window into the life and spiritual journey of a master
magician.

About the Author: Phil Hine is a former editor of the magazines Chaos International and
Pagan News and the author of Condensed Chaos; Prime Chaos and The Pseudonomicon. He has
facilitated workshops and seminars in America and Europe and lectures on a wide variety of
occult and related subjects. He lives in London, England.
PB 9781935150763 £19.00 November 2019 Original Falcon Press 248 pages illus

Inside the Earth
The Second Tunnel
Radu Cinamar Edited by Peter Moon
In this exhilarating description of mysteries inside the Earth, Radu Cinamar presents a unique
way to penetrate the Inner Earth through the process of feeling and the effects that will develop
from such an experience. To enhance the reader’s understanding of this very guarded subject,
this book includes multiple illustrations that include depictions of Inner Earth geography. Familiar
characters from the Transylvania Series also reappear, including the enigmatic Tibetan lama,
Repa Sundhi, also known as Dr Xien, who states: If someone had a device or machine that could
start up and go everywhere they want, especially towards the centre of the Earth, the machine
would be blocked and stop at a certain point because of the frequency of vibration to be found
there. Just how far you can go with such a machine can be limited by reason of your own
consciousness which can in and of itself restrict the dimensional range of such a device or the
extent to which it can penetrate other realms. This applies to both human beings as well as
material objects. Your ability to access such a region is determined by what your own individual
frequency of consciousness can or will allow you to experience. This is not only the story of an
exciting adventure, it is an opportunity for initiation as you explore the frequencies of your own
inner nature.
PB 9781937859206 £20.99 January 2019 Sky Books 240 pages illus
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Khemetic Chess / Hypermodern Magick
Steve Nicholls
Khemetic Chess (aka Hypermodern Magick) is a stand-alone book that outlines my theory of
magick, and sheds light on ‘active divinatory’ Enochian Chess. Exploring the 64 (8x8) paradigm, it
looks at both historical and recent Enochian Chess variants. Aleister Crowley features
prominently and I look at strong Khemetic strands in Thelema such as the Crowning of Horus. It
also encompasses Tantra, and Tsakli pieces (moveable shrines) for No Self Enochian Chess. This
book explains how 88 Ptolemaic emblemata gave birth to familiar Christianised tarot designs.
These 88 divide into four groups of 22 Atous, and these combine with the Minor Arcanaii of the
Four Winds, 56 divination cards for each of the 4 Elements or Chessboards. I trace some Khemetic
influences on Tibetan Bonpo and Hinduism. Essential components and structure from Kabbalah
also seem to begin with the Khemetic game of Zenet, and the Hymn to the Ten Bau of Amen-Ra
rather than with such texts as Sepher Yetzirah and Zohar of the Late Medieval Period.
Hypermodern Magick explains, continues and augments innovations that began with the literary
modernist and psychological experimenter, WB Yeats and continued with political surrealist,
Ithell Colquhoun, and Don Kraig (Modern Magick).

About the Author: Steve Nichols’ fully featured Windows Enochian Chess software for one
to four players can be downloaded by using the coupon code instructions inside together with
evidence of purchase. The PC software makes this advanced and complex game immediately
playable. Steve Nichols was the first to publish Enochian Chess sets in 1982 with support from
Israel Regardie and others.
HB 9781906958862 £40.00 October 2018 Mandrake of Oxford 300 pages colour illus

The Healthy Witch
A Workbook for Optimal Health
T J Perkins
As within + so without = a healthy witch. But getting there takes the right magikal work. This
holistic witchy workbook combines medical knowledge with magikal healing to put you where
you need to be to get the most out of your life. Learn to personalise your healing needs by fusing
skills in magik and nutrition, conducting rituals, and employing specialised spells. Using the
pentagram model, take a healing journey through each organ in your body, allowing you to gain
optimal health via signs, suggestions, and practical tips. Examine each element and discover how
your organs interact and affect your magikal energy flow. The tools here will guide you to
becoming a naturally healthy witch, enabling you to work with the Goddess from a place of
sacred well-being. A healthy witch is a successful witch!
PB 9780764357909 £16.99 September 2019 Schiffer Publishing Ltd 128 pages 32 colour illus

The Invisible Master
Secret Chiefs, Unknown Superiors, and the Puppet Masters Who Pull the
Strings of Occult Power from the Alien World
Leo Lyon Zagami Edited by Brad Olsen
Leo Zagami's groundbreaking study of aliens and UFOs explores where we come from and which
mysterious figures have guided humanity's political and religious choices. From the prophets to
the initiates and magicians, all ages have drawn from a common source of ultra-terrestrial and
magical knowledge, passed down for millennia. This text reveals the identity of the unknown
superiors, secret chiefs, and invisible masters who have guided Freemasonry, the Illuminati, and
others. Zagami speaks of the existence of multidimensional doors used by the various Illuminati
to let other beings into our world, while alluding to the latest discoveries of quantum physics for
support. This shocking text will be embraced by those willing to look beyond the everyday to
analyze our world's most puzzling circumstances.
PB 9781888729702 £17.99 November 2018 CCC Publishing 380 pages
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Upperworld
Shamanism and Magick of the Celestial Realms
Chris Allaun
The stars glow with their own special magick in the night time sky. For millions of years, the stars
sent their light down to the earth. The same stars and planets we see today are the same bodies
of light that ancient shamans saw around their camp fires. Countless generations looked into the
night sky and wondered about the magick above. It was the shamans who traveled in spirit to
the Upperworlds to discover the secrets of the Universe. There are many ancient beings in the
above worlds that can help us learn about the energies of the Universe and transform our lives
for healing, power, and spiritual evolution. As we journey into the Upperworlds, we will learn
about the creation of the Universe and the energies that were formed from the first burst of
energy and light. Shamans saw that these energies formed into powerful beings. Some called
these beings angels, others called them ascended masters. Each of these beings has a divine
purpose in the Universe and we will unravel these mysteries. We will learn to spirit travel into
the many heavens from many different cultures. We will visit the heavens that were told to us in
myths, as well as discover hidden parts of the Universe that await our arrival. We will also learn
about the gods and goddess and how to honor them in our daily magical practice. The gods are
powerful and they can grant us many blessings. Through our magical practice with the night sky,
we will use the magick of the stars and planets to transform our lives.
PB 9781906958923 £12.99 March 2019 Mandrake of Oxford 260 pages

Bestselling Titles
The Apophenion
A Chaos Magic Paradigm
Peter J Carroll
Apophenion attacks most of the great questions of being, freewill, consciousness, meaning, the
nature of mind, and humanity's place in the cosmos, from a magical perspective. Some of the
conclusions seem to challenge many of the deeply held assumptions that our culture has taught
us, so brace yourself for the paradigm crash and look for the jewels revealed in the wreckage.
This book contains something to offend everyone; enough science to upset the magicians,
enough magic to upset the scientists, and enough blasphemy to upset most trancendentalists.
PB 9781869928650 £10.99 August 2008 Mandrake of Oxford 164 pages b/w illus

Magical Knowledge
Book I -- Foundations
Josephine McCarthy
This is the first in a series of three that takes the reader through the bends and twists of serious
magical study. This book tackles some of the more pressing issues surrounding the early quest
for knowledge from the world of magic, along with techniques, exercises and warnings for those
ready to dip their toe in the scalding hot water of power. Using her usual no nonsense down to
earth approach, McCarthy outlines in depth some of the rarely tackled issues and problems that
face a serious modern magician, offering advice and reflections based on 30 years of practical
work. The book follows no specific magical path; rather it takes the reader to the layers of
consciousness beneath such paths and shows us the various techniques, powers and dynamics
that underpin most Western Mystery schools and lodges. The reader is shown how ritual actually
works, what an inner contact actually is, how to make visions work, how to turn an object into a
magically charged implement, how to read Tarot, how to clean and protect yourself, and most
importantly of all, how to spot the bullshit.
PB 9781906958442 £12.99 January 2012 Mandrake of Oxford 222 pages
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Magical Knowledge
Book II -- The Initiate
Josephine McCarthy
Breaking out of the age old restraints of secrecy & oaths, this book leads the reader through the
techniques, issues and beings that the Initiate can expect to encounter. This second book in a
series of three, guides and advises, informs and introduces the serious magician to rarely
discussed areas of visionary and ritual magic. The information presented in this book flows from
the deep roots of true magic, and as such can be applied to any particular path or magical
method; the reader is introduced to the structure and inner contacts behind the various schools
of magic that exist today. Magic can only truly blossom if the boundaries are challenged, and to
do that, the magician needs to understand the dynamics of power and the inner worlds. This
book aims to guide the magican along that path.
PB 9781906958060 £14.99 March 2011 Mandrake of Oxford 346 pages

Magic of the Northgate
Josephine McCarthy
This book offers a focussed look at magic that involves the body, the land, the living and the dead.
Written for magicians/occultists, pagans, priests and priestesses, this book looks in depth at the
techniques, contacts, methods and ritual actions that can be undertaken when approaching
Earth Magic. Working with land spirits and faery beings, building shrines, living in a magical home,
working with the magical elements, connecting with ancient deities, working with ancestral
burials, understanding and living with resident ghosts, weaving power, plus learning how to
connect and work with storms, are just some of the mysteries contained within the North Gate.
PB 9781906958541 £12.99 September 2013 Mandrake of Oxford 272 pages

Aleister Crowley's Illustrated Goetia
Aleister Crowley, Lon Milo DuQuette, Christopher S Hyatt
Goetia [refers to] all the operations of that Magick which deals with gross, malignant or
unenlightened forces. Goetia is sometimes thought of as a wild card, something that can get out
of control, something which expresses the operator's lower desires to control others and
improve his own personal life. And, in fact, this potential loss of control, this danger, the desire
for self improvement and great power is exactly what attracts many people to Goetia while
horrifying and repelling others. Crowley's Goetia is brought to life with vivid illustrations of the
demons. Commentary by DuQuette and Hyatt bring the ancient arts into the modern day.
PB 9781935150299 £18.99 October 2008 Original Falcon Press 240 pages

Liber 420
Cannabis, Magickal Herbs and the Occult
Chris Bennett
Although little known, cannabis and other psychoactive plants held a prominent and important
role in the Occult arts of Alchemy and Magic, as well as being used in ritual initiations of certain
secret societies. Cannabis played a pivotal role in spagyric alchemy, and also played a pivotal role
in medieval and renaissance magic and recipes with instructions for its use appear in a number
of influential and important grimoires. With detailed historical references, the author explores
the allegations the Templars were influenced by the hashish ingesting Assassins of medieval
Islam, and that myths of the Grail are derived from the Persian traditions around the sacred
beverage known as haoma, which was a preparation of cannabis, opium and other drugs. Many
of the works discussed, have never been translated into English. The unparalleled research in this
volume makes it a potential perennial classic on the subjects of both medieval and renaissance
history of cannabis, as well as the role of plants in the magical and occult traditions.
PB 9781634241656 £33.99 April 2018 Trine Day 777 pages
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The Magical Treatise of Solomon or Hygromanteia
The True Ancestor of the Key of Solomon
Ioannis Marathankis
This is the true ancestor of the famous grimoire the Key of Solomon. The book includes
translations of 12 different manuscripts of the Hygromanteia. This book is sometimes called the
Hygromanteia. Throughout history thousands of people have been fascinated by the grimoire
the Key of Solomon. This is the original Greek book of magic that was the source of the Key of
Solomon, and in turn the ancestor of most of the grimoire-based ceremonial magic practiced in
Europe and the US from the 15th century to the present day. This is a ground-breaking work. For
the first time (outside of a handful of pages in academic works) the full Greek original of the Key
of Solomon appears in English. Contrary to popular opinion the Key of Solomon was not
translated from a Hebrew original. During the gradual decline and fall of the Byzantine Empire,
this precious text, along with many others, was taken from Constantinople to Italy probably
around 1453 were it was translated into Latin and Italian. Abridged Latin copies entitled the
Clavicula Salomonis circulated in Europe, going through many changes, languages and versions
to become the Key of Solomon as we know it (some of those manuscripts are published as
Volume IV of the present series). Now for the first time you can read the whole text (large slabs
of which were left out of the Latin translations) arranged clearly in the order in which it was
meant to be read.
HB 9780993204289 £39.95 May 2017 Golden Hoard Press Pte Ltd 376 pages 80 illus
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